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Abstract
The three-period model of economic system with one generalised product and with final quantity of economic subjects is considered  in
the work . The using of units of production by each agent can happen during the different moments of time and has casual character. Some
chances of reception of profit on fulfillment of financial operations are considered. The optimum effect from product consumption is reached
at maximisation of function of utility taking into account restrictions. Research of various variants of financial interaction between agents is
made. Some numerical results are received.
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Introduction
Let  we  have  economic  system  in  which  there  is  a
businessman who can give the project as object for
investment. Final well-being of the businessman is
estimated by means of utility function. The problem is to
increase this function at the expense of available resources.
As the subject who will execute  this function, the
financial intermediary, namely bank can act. In regular
intervals distributing risks, with increase of an amount of
operations, there is a possibility to receive profit at the
expense of different types of economy. Thus, banks help
private persons to diversify the savings with possibility to
receive more benefit, than simply to receive percent from
the contribution. Financial intermediaries actually create
new financial actives.
In [1] the financial object which specialises on
acquisition and sale of financial contracts and securities is
meant financial intermediaries. According to this definition
as financial intermediaries brokers and the dealers working
in the financial market, and also banking establishments can
act. Banks differ from other financial intermediaries with
the specific features:
i) have matters with such forms of financial contracts (have
placing of credits and deposits), which less liquid, than the
active securities;
ii ) the characteristic of the depositary contracts concluded
by banks with lenders, qualitatively differs from
characteristics of the credit contracts concluded by them
with borrowers.
These singularities give the chance to consider banks as
the economic institutes, financial contracts carrying out
transformation. Such approach has developed in works of
known economists such as Benston G., Smith C.W. [2] and
Fama E. [3]. Banks accumulate in themselves resources and
can use means for investment profitable, but with low level
of current liquidity, projects. They can represent itself as
financial intermediaries until investors simultaneously want
to take advantage of the means.
Problem statement
Let's examine abstract three-period model of
economy ( )210 ,, ttt , with one generalised product [4].
Within the limits of this model the final set of agents
(economic subjects) functions. We will examine two cases.
A. Let in point of time 0t  each of agents possesses one
unit of a product which brings in the fixed income. Each of
agents can take a share from the generalised product in
number of 21 III +=  and to invest share 1I  - in the point
of time 1t  (before project end), and share 2I  -  in point  of
time 2t  (after project end). Profit iP  on investment during
the different moments of time it  finds by the formula:
           (1)
Where
im - probability of use of a unit of production in the point
of time it ;
iС - amount of units of production;
iI   - shares from the generalised product;
iL  - profit of a unit of production.
B. We will suppose, that between agents there is a trade
and they can use it for magnification of the well-being. The
assumption about a trade possibility in the given model
means, that in point of time 1t  the  financial  market  on
which agents can exchange the product on risk-free the
bond opens. Further, in point of time 2t , under the bond it
is possible to receive a yield quantity.
Let's designate through iK  a bond course in points of time
it  accordingly. According to it, profit of the agent with
early consumption term can be calculated with formula
equation:
             (2)
In (2) it is supposed, that the agent in point of time 1t  will
exchange a share of yield 1I  for the bond, share 2I  invests
in the project in point of time 2t .
If the agent is characterised by late term of consumption he
in point of time 1t  on share 1I  purchases bonds at the rate
of 1K , and in the point of 2t  -  sells  them at  the rate of
2K . The profit on this operation makes:
         (3)
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The effect from yield consumption generally can be
evaluated by means of some utility function )(CU .
The expectation of the general usefulness is in a kind:
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Where ir  - a discount factor.
 Let's examine case A, when there are no connections
between agents. Each agent, independently one from other,
can invest a share from the amount of a product in the given
project. We will suppose, that the project is infinitely a
dividend and is not set initial boundary on magnitude of the
means invested in it.
Thus, for deriving of optimum distribution of use of a
product, it is necessary to solve the following problem of
optimisation:
To maximise function of utility (4) with restrictions
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At the account of commercial relations (problem B),
from the point of view of maximisation by the agent of
function of utility, optimum distribution of a product can be
received as a finding of function of the purpose (4) at
following restrictions:
1. For early consumption
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2. For late consumption
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The problem solution
Generally, when it is impossible to express one variable
through another, type (4) problem - (5) it is possible to solve
by means of function of Lagrange:
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Where l - multiplier of Lagrange.
The condition of an extremum of function (8) is reduced
to the system solution:
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For an example, utility function can be taken in the
form of function of type of  Neumann-Morgenstern:
)0,()exp(1)( >=--= aconstaaCCU                  (10)
With  allowance  for  (10)  decision  of  a  problem  (9)
looks like:
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The condition of positivity of an amount of units of
production is displayed in the form of restrictions on
discounting factors:
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At a finding of optimum distribution of a product, with
allowance for commercial relations between agents, we
solve problems (4), (6) and (4), (7) for early and late type of
consumption accordingly.
The decision of a problem of late consumption looks
like (if 11 =K  we  have  a  problem  of  early  term  of
consumption):
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with restrictions:
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Numerical examples
Let's suppose, that commercial relations between agents
are absent.
1.Let 4,0;9,0;2,0;1,0 2100 ==== rrmI .The figure 1
characterises the most rational distribution of a generalised
function of utility depending on probability of investment in
different points of time and for different significances of
parametre a .
Figure 1:  Distribution );;( 210 CCCU .
Let's consider a case when there are commercial
relations between agents.
2.We will suppose, that
1;9,0;5,0;8,0;0;0 12100 ====== aKI rrm . On
figure 2 optimum distribution of an amount of units of
production iC  with early and late term of consumption
( 22 =K )  is  shown.  To  parametre 1C  there correspond
curves 1 and 4, early and late terms of consumption
accordingly, and to parametre 2C  -  curves  3  (early  term)
and 2 (late term). On figure 3 distribution of a utility
function (4) is shown at various significances of parametre
2K .
                   .
Figure 2: Distribution iC
Figure 3: Distribution ),( 21 CCU .
Conclusion
 On the basis of the received outcomes it is possible to
make a platoon, that the kind of optimum distribution of an
amount of units of production in different points of time,
does not depend on an amount of units of production which
remains in an initial point of time. Depending on
consumption type, there is a qualitative redistribution of an
optimum amount of the units of production, leading to
utility function maximisation.
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